
The Ultimate Greenhorn Guide To Chainsaws
And Firewood Cutting
Are you a greenhorn in the world of chainsaws and firewood cutting? Fear not!
This comprehensive guide has got you covered. Whether you're a beginner
looking to learn the basics or an experienced woodworker seeking advanced tips
and techniques, you'll find everything you need to know right here.

Chapter 1: Understanding Chainsaws

Before diving deep into the art of firewood cutting, it's essential to understand the
tool you'll be using. Chainsaws come in various types, sizes, and power options.
Knowing the right chainsaw for your needs is crucial to ensure efficiency and
safety.

From gasoline-powered to electric-driven models, this chapter explores the
different types of chainsaws available in the market, highlighting their features
and benefits. You'll also learn about the various components of a chainsaw,
including the chain, bar, and engine, and how they contribute to the cutting
process.
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Chapter 2: Choosing the Perfect Chainsaw

Once you have a good grasp of the different chainsaw types, it's time to find the
perfect one for your needs. This chapter provides an in-depth analysis of factors
to consider when purchasing a chainsaw, such as power, bar length, weight, and
safety features.

Understanding these factors will help you make an informed decision and select a
chainsaw that suits your cutting requirements as well as your physical abilities.

Chapter 3: Safety First

When it comes to using a chainsaw, safety should always be the top priority. In
this chapter, we'll cover essential safety measures that every greenhorn should
know. From wearing protective gear to maintaining a safe cutting environment,
you'll learn how to handle a chainsaw responsibly.

Additionally, we'll discuss the importance of regular maintenance, including chain
sharpening, fueling, and cleaning, to ensure optimal performance and longevity of
your chainsaw.

Chapter 4: Firewood Cutting Techniques

Now that you've grasped the fundamentals, it's time to hone your firewood cutting
skills. In this chapter, we'll delve into various cutting techniques, such as cross-
cutting, logging, and bucking. You'll learn how to make precise cuts and efficiently
prepare firewood for different purposes.
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We'll also explore tips and tricks for handling different types of wood, ensuring
you can tackle any firewood cutting project with confidence.

Chapter 5: Advanced Chainsaw Techniques

For those looking to elevate their chainsaw prowess, this chapter is a treasure
trove of advanced techniques. From plunge cutting to carving and limbing, you'll
discover expert-level skills that will set you apart from the crowd.

With step-by-step instructions, accompanied by illustrations, you'll be able to
master these techniques and impress everyone with your chainsaw wizardry.

Chapter 6: Maintenance and Troubleshooting

Maintaining your chainsaw is vital to ensure its longevity and continued
performance. In this chapter, we'll guide you through regular maintenance and
troubleshooting procedures.

You'll learn how to properly clean and lubricate your chainsaw, inspect and
replace worn-out parts, and troubleshoot common issues that may arise during
usage.

Chapter 7: Tips for Firewood Storage

Lastly, we'll provide you with some valuable tips on storing firewood. Proper
storage is crucial to maintain your firewood's quality, ensuring it remains dry and
ready to use when needed.

From choosing the right location to stacking techniques and protection against
pests, this chapter will help you store your firewood effectively and efficiently.

Congratulations! You've completed the ultimate Greenhorn Guide To Chainsaws
And Firewood Cutting. Armed with this newfound knowledge, you're well on your



way to becoming a seasoned firewood cutting expert.

Remember, practice makes perfect. Be patient, take all the necessary safety
precautions, and enjoy the process of mastering the art of chainsaws and
firewood cutting. Happy cutting!
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This book is for the person who is new at or just now entertaining the thought of
cutting their own firewood. In fact, (if you haven't already!) don’t even purchase a
chain saw until after you’ve read the first chapter because that’s where I tell you
what to look for to get the saw that’s best for you. After that, there will be chapters
on using your saw safely and effectively, a chapter on properly maintaining your
saw and another chapter on sharpening the chain so it cuts like it did when it was
new (in some instances it will cut better!) After learning about chainsaws and how
to use them we’ll go on to chapters about which wood makes the best firewood
and how (and why!) to season green wood properly. From there we’ll look at
splitting firewood (including “problem” wood with knots or twisted grain), and the
tools you’ll need to accomplish that. Safety is stressed throughout.
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All through the book I’ll keep an eye on expenses. There’s a big difference
between the equipment requirements of the professional woodcutter or logger
compared to the homeowner just getting a few cords for the fireplace every year.
Likewise I’ll bring up options for the more diminutive woodcutters among us. After
all, not everyone is a testosterone driven, Paul Bunyan wannabe!

Keep in mind that this is the beginner’s course in woodcutting. I’ll tell you some
ways to spot problem trees and then advise you to leave them to professionals. I
have no desire to delve into the more advance techniques of woodcutting.
Sawing on trees can be very dangerous work. Leave the risky trees to
professionals until you’ve had a lot of experience and training. By the time you’re
that good you’ll have the wisdom and knowledge you need to tackle the big jobs.
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